SPLENDID AIRCRAFT

NELSON
THE SIDE OF THIS MONOPLANE IS CUT AWAY TO SHOW THE CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS IN THE PILOT'S COCKPIT.

The picture on the front cover shows a Boeing "Flying Fortress" (centre) with "Lightning" and "Thunderbolt" fighters.
HEAVY BOMBERS: (above) HANDLEY-PAGE “HALIFAX III”; (below) SHORT “STIRLING.”
WESTLAND “WHIRLWIND” FIGHTER-BOMBERS TRAIN BUSTING.
FLEET AIR ARM AIRCRAFT AND CARRIER: (top right) “HELL-CAT”; (lower right) “AVENGER”; (left) “CORSAIRS.”
“HURRICANES” Specially Armed for Tank Busting.
TRANSATLANTIC TRAVEL: (above) “LIBERATOR” HEAVY BOMBER; (below) “CATALINA” FLYING BOAT ON CONVOY DUTY.
DE HAVILLAND “MOSQUITOES,” MOST USEFUL ALL-PURPOSE AIRCRAFT IN R.A.F.
AVRO "YORK" CIVIL TRANSPORT (centre) AND A "BOSTON" (above).
PART OF THE OUTER COVERING OF THIS "HERTFORDSHIRE" AIR TRANSPORT MONOPLANE HAS BEEN CUT AWAY TO SHOW THE INTERIOR.

The picture on the back cover shows three types of "Spitfire."